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Excitation of an Atomic Electron to a Coherent Superposition of Macroscopically Distinct States
Michael W. Noel and C. R. Stroud, Jr.
The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627
(Received 15 November 1995)
An atomic electron is prepared in a state closely analogous to Schrödinger’s coherent superposition
of “live cat” and “dead cat.” The electronic state is a coherent superposition of two spatially
localized wave packets separated by approximately 0.4 mm at the opposite extremes of a Kepler
orbit. State-selective ionization is used to verify that only every other atomic level is populated in
the “cat state,” and a Ramsey fringe measurement is used to verify the coherence of the superposition.
[S0031-9007(96)01071-X]
PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 32.80.Rm, 42.50.Md

Because the description of reality appears so different
in classical and quantum physics, the boundary between
the macroscopic and microscopic worlds has long been
a fascinating area of research. Schrödinger brought the
distinction between the two descriptions into sharp focus
by introducing a cat that was placed in a quantum
superposition of “live cat” and “dead cat” [1].
Schrödinger’s cat has been the subject of an enormous
number of papers and books [2], and has even become familiar to the layman. With recent developments in technology in the mesoscopic regime (where dimensions are
of the order of a micron) that lies at the boundary between the microscopic and macroscopic regimes, there
have been proposals of practical systems that are realizations of Schrödinger’s cat state. The systems considered
vary greatly, from nonlinear optics [3,4] and micromasers
[5,6] to molecules [7,8] and trapped ions [9].
In these realizations a system with macroscopic (or
nearly macroscopic) dimensions that is reasonably well
modeled as a harmonic oscillator is excited into a superposition of two coherent states. This simple act of
superposing two quasiclassical states results in some remarkably nonclassical features such as sub-Poissonian
and oscillatory number state distributions, squeezing, and
interference [10–12].
A superposition of two harmonic oscillator coherent
states forms a Schrödinger cat state when the two are chosen to be localized at macroscopically separated points. A
0031-9007y96y77(10)y1913(4)$10.00

state of this type can be written
jcstdl ≠ Nfjastdl 1 eif j 2 astdlg ,

(1)

where N is a normalization constant. The coherent states
can be expanded out in terms of number states
jastdl ≠ e2jaj y2
2

X̀ jas0djn
p
e2isn11y2dvt jnl .
n!
n≠0

(2)

In this case each of the coherent states forms a minimum uncertainty wave packet oscillating back and forth
periodically between its turning points in a parabolic potential. There are two phases associated with this oscillation. The phase of the complex number as0d determines
the locations of the two wave packets at t ≠ 0. For real
as0d, the two wave packets start out at the opposite extremes of the oscillatory motion separated by the distance
2as0d. During a single period of the oscillation the two
wave packets will pass through each other as each goes
through the same motion. The constant f is the phase
difference between the de Broglie waves associated with
the two packets. When the two wave packets overlap
this phase will determine the nature of the interference
between them. As we will see later, it also determines
the population distribution in the various eigenstates. At
some particular time in the motion the system will in general be in a superposition which is simultaneously localized in two different locations. If the two positions are
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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macroscopically distinguishable then this state is similar
to Schrödinger’s cat state in that it represents a quantum
mechanical superposition of two classically distinguishable physical states which are localized in one or the other
of the two classical positions only by the act of a measurement which destroys the superposition.
We have used two phase-coherent laser pulses to excite
a single atomic electron into a state well approximated by
Eq. (1), in which the electron is simultaneously localized
in two wave packets each oscillating in and out about the
nucleus in a single Kepler orbit. The diameter of the orbit
is approximately 0.4 mm, which is not quite macroscopic,
but mesoscopic, of the order of size of a transistor on a
computer chip. We characterize the wave packet cat state
in two ways. First, the quantum eigenstate distribution is
measured for various phase differences between the two
wave packets. Next, we probe the interference between
the two wave packets to demonstrate the coherent, rather
than statistical, nature of the superposition.
A radial wave packet is formed when an atom interacts with a short laser pulse tuned to the Rydberg series where the atomic energy levels are closely spaced
[13 –16]. The result of this interaction is the excitation
of some of the population from the ground state to a coherent superposition of Rydberg states. The number of
states in the superposition depends on the bandwidth of
the transform limited laser pulse and, in the weak field
limit, is simply the Fourier transform of the pulse envelope. Since the superposition is of energy eigenstates all
with the same angular momentum, the localization of the
electron is in the radial coordinate only. The electron (initially localized to a radial shell near the core) oscillates in
and out in a breathing motion at the classical Kepler period. For short times a radial wave packet is very similar
to the coherent state of a harmonic oscillator which also
consists of a superposition of energy eigenstates [Eq. (2)]
and results in a localized probability oscillating back and
forth in the harmonic potential. In the harmonic oscillator this classical oscillation will continue indefinitely
provided there is no further interaction after the initial excitation. Since the atomic potential is only approximately
harmonic, the radial wave packet oscillates classically for
only a limited period of time. The complex dynamics of
atomic electron wave packets have been described in detail by several authors [17–20].
A Schrödinger cat state of the atom is formed by
interacting with a pair of phase-coherent time-delayed
laser pulses. The separation of these pulses is one-half
of the Kepler period. The first pulse excites a portion of
the population to a radial wave packet state. One-half of
the Kepler period later the wave packet excited by the
first pulse has moved to the outer turning point and the
second laser pulse arrives to excite another wave packet
at the inner turning point. The phase between the two
laser pulses is very carefully controlled. The result of this
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sequence is that a single electron is now in a superposition
of being at two well separated spatial locations (the inner
and outer turning points).
We set up the experiment as follows. A 25 ps, 10 mJ,
nearly transform-limited laser pulse was tuned to couple
the ground state of a potassium atom to the Rydberg
series. This pulse was divided into two time-delayed
pulses with a beam splitter and pair of delay lines. We
stabilized and controlled the time delay between the two
pulses with an active servo system. The pulse pair was
then directed onto a potassium atomic beam where we
excited the radial wave packet cat state.
The quantum state distribution was measured for various phase differences between the two wave packets. The
presence of a second wave packet modifies the state distribution compared to that of a single wave packet. This
is one of the signatures of this type of coherent superposition state. Two particularly dramatic state distributions occur for the so called even and odd coherent states,
jal 1 j 2 al and jal 2 j 2 al, respectively. The even
coherent state contains only even eigenstates jnl, and the
odd state is a superposition of only the odd eigenstates.
We use state-selective field ionization to measure the
quantum state distribution of our atomic cat state. This
technique consists of ramping on a dc electric field which
ionizes the population from different Rydberg states at
different times as each state’s ionization potential is
reached during the ramp. The ions are collected with
an electron multiplier and binned according to their
arrival time. The resulting time-resolved ion signal has
peaks which correspond directly to different Rydberg
energy eigenstates in the superposition. The time bins in
our experiment are 50 ns wide and the peak separation
varies from about 200 ns to 1 ms. These peaks are
not equally spaced in time since the ionization potential
goes as 1y16n4 . Each peak also has a width due to
field inhomogeneities and geometrical averaging in the
interaction region. The population in a given Rydberg
state is the integrated signal in the peak associated with
that state.
Figure 1(a) shows a reference trace taken with one
delay arm blocked. This is the state distribution for a
single wave packet. There are about five states in the
superposition centered near n ≠ 66. Next, we measured
the distribution for excitation with the pulse pair. In
Fig. 1(b) the phase between pulses was set to eliminate
population from the odd Rydberg states. This mimics the
state distribution for the even harmonic oscillator cat state.
The phase can also be set to eliminate population from the
even Rydberg states [Fig. 1(c)]. This is similar to the odd
harmonic oscillator cat state.
The modification of the population distribution is a direct indication of the interference between the two quasiclassical wave packets. Another characteristic feature
of Schrödinger’s cat state is the interference between the
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FIG. 1. Quantum state distribution of the radial wave packets
measured using state-selective field ionization. Wave packets
excited with (a) a single laser pulse, (b) a pulse pair of phase
difference p, and (c) a pulse pair of phase difference 0. Each
of the peaks in these time-resolved ion signals correspond
directly to a given Rydberg state in the superposition. The
odd Rydberg states are shaded light gray, and the even states
are shaded dark gray.

two wave packets in phase space. We have looked at
this phase space interference at a time when the two
wave packets spatially overlap to demonstrate the coherent rather than statistical nature of the superposition. In a
statistical mixture the wave packets behave like ensembles
of classical particles and simply add incoherently. However, if the superposition is coherent, the wave packets can
interfere, and their wave nature is revealed. The interference between a pair of coherently excited wave packets
was recently described as a type of Young’s double slit
interferometer [21]. Here we measure the interference in
a similar way by probing with a third short laser pulse.
The location of a radial electron wave packet can be
determined by interacting with a time-delayed probe laser
pulse. If the wave packet is near the core when the probe
pulse arrives, there is a strong interaction between the two.
On the other hand, if the wave packet is away from the
core when the probe pulse arrives, the interaction between
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the two is very weak. If the probe pulse is identical to
the pulse which originally excited the wave packet, the
two can interact coherently [22]. In this case a type of
Ramsey fringe is observed (rapid oscillation in the excited
state population at the optical period). The amplitude of
the Ramsey fringes is large when the wave packet is near
the core where it can interact with the probe pulse, and
small when the wave packet is away from the core.
To measure the interference between the wave packets
in our atomic Schrödinger cat state we must look at a time
when the two wave packets spatially overlap and are near
the core, where the probe interacts strongly. Initially the
two wave packets are well separated and do not overlap at
all near the core. However, since the atomic potential
is not harmonic, the wave packets do not remain well
localized, but spread as they oscillate. We probe at a fixed
time in the evolution when the wave packets have spread
enough so that their overlap near the core is very good.
The Ramsey fringe amplitude is plotted as a function of
the phase difference between the two wave packets in the
cat state in Fig. 2. The excellent fringe visibility indicates
two things. First, the wave packets must be in a coherent
superposition to interfere at all, and second, the probe was
in fact fixed at a time when the wave packets were well
overlapped so they could strongly interfere.
The Schrödinger cat state which we have excited in
the atom displays many of the nonclassical features
which result from the superposition of two quasiclassical
states. Although the extent of our wave packet’s orbit is
enormous compared to the size of a ground state atom
and its behavior very nearly that of a classical planetary
system (at least for short times) it is still far from being a
living, breathing macroscopic cat.

FIG. 2. Schrödinger cat state probed with a third time-delayed
laser pulse. The time delay of the probe pulse is fixed at ten
Kepler periods after the initial excitation. At this time the two
wave packets have spread enough that their spatial overlap is
very good. The Ramsey fringe amplitude is measured as a
function of the phase difference between the two wave packets
in the cat state revealing strong interference between the two.
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A cat has other macroscopic properties in addition
to size. In particular, it has many degrees of freedom
whereas the linear harmonic oscillator, no matter how
large, has only one degree of freedom. One might argue
that the number of degrees of freedom is the essential feature distinguishing the microscopic from the macroscopic.
However, we note that a protein molecule has many degrees of freedom and yet it remains fundamentally a quantum object. Many definitions have been offered of the
classical limit, and it is not clear that any of them suffices
for all cases. Until we can actually achieve a quantum
superposition involving indisputably macroscopic objects
like cats, it is perhaps interesting to investigate, as we
have, quantum superpositions of states of objects which
are at least of dimensions approaching the macroscopic.
In a perfectly isolated quantum system the size of our
cat state could be increased to truly macroscopic dimensions, all the while maintaining its quantum coherence.
However, in any real experimental situation this complete
isolation is of course impossible. The ways in which these
environmental interactions lead to the decoherence of a
macroscopic superposition vary depending on the quantum system of interest are some of the motivations for
studying such states [23,24]. One way in which the environment couples to our atomic electron cat state is through
the interaction with blackbody radiation. The time scale
for mixing due to blackbody transitions goes as n2 while
the Kepler period scales as n3 [25]. So, as the wave
packets are excited higher in the Rydberg series creating
more macroscopic superpositions there is a point at which
the coherence between them will be lost before the wave
packets can complete even a single orbit.
An atomic electron wave packet which was localized at
two well-separated spatial positions was observed several
years ago by Yeazell and Stroud [19]. This is the form
that results when a single atomic wave packet is allowed
to evolve freely to what is referred to as the one-half
fractional revival [26]. In this paper we have shown
that the one-half fractional revival is a Schrödinger cat
state, and by exciting it directly with a pair of laser
pulses we were able to control the phase between the two
wave packets and more fully characterize the peculiar,
nonclassical properties of the Schrödinger cat state.
We would like to acknowledge helpful discussions with
I. A. Walmsley, J. Bromage, M. F. Van Leeuwen, John D.
Corless, and James A. West. This work was supported in
part by the Army Research Office.
Note added.—A Schrödinger cat state has recently
been excited with a single ion in a trap [27].
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